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Ten Little Snowmen is a heartwarming and humorous story about ten
snowmen who come to life and go on a series of adventures. The story is
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perfect for children of all ages and is sure to get them excited about the
winter season.

The story begins when a little boy named Max builds ten snowmen in his
backyard. Each snowman has a different personality and appearance.
There's Big Snowman, who is the tallest and strongest; Medium Snowman,
who is the middle-sized and most sensible; Little Snowman, who is the
smallest and most playful; and so on.

When night falls, the snowmen come to life. They are amazed to find that
they can talk, walk, and even sing. They decide to go on an adventure and
explore the world outside of Max's backyard.

The snowmen have many adventures along the way. They meet a friendly
owl, a grumpy squirrel, and a wise old tree. They also learn about the
importance of friendship, teamwork, and courage.

In the end, the snowmen return to Max's backyard and tell him all about
their adventures. Max is so happy to see his snowmen again and he thanks
them for being such good friends.

Ten Little Snowmen is a charming and heartwarming story that is perfect for
the winter season. The story is full of humor, adventure, and friendship. It is
sure to become a favorite of children of all ages.

Ten Little Snowmen Book Review

Ten Little Snowmen is a delightful book that is perfect for the winter season.
The story is charming, heartwarming, and full of humor. The characters are
lovable and the illustrations are beautiful.



The story is about ten snowmen who come to life and go on a series of
adventures. Along the way, they learn about the importance of friendship,
teamwork, and courage. The story is perfect for children of all ages and is
sure to get them excited about the winter season.

The illustrations in the book are beautiful and help to bring the story to life.
The characters are expressive and the settings are detailed. The
illustrations are sure to capture the attention of children and keep them
engaged in the story.

Overall, Ten Little Snowmen is a delightful book that is perfect for the winter
season. The story is charming, heartwarming, and full of humor. The
characters are lovable and the illustrations are beautiful. The book is sure
to become a favorite of children of all ages.

Ten Little Snowmen Activities

There are many fun activities that you can do with your children after
reading Ten Little Snowmen. Here are a few ideas:

Build a snowman. If you live in a cold climate, you can build a
snowman in your backyard. If you don't live in a cold climate, you can
build a snowman out of paper or clay.

Make a snowman craft. There are many different snowman crafts that
you can make with your children. You can find instructions for
snowman crafts online or in craft books.

Read other snowman books. There are many other great snowman
books available. You can find a list of snowman books at your local
library or online.



Watch a snowman movie. There are many different snowman movies
available. You can find a list of snowman movies at your local library or
online.

Sing snowman songs. There are many different snowman songs
available. You can find a list of snowman songs at your local library or
online.

These are just a few ideas for activities that you can do with your children
after reading Ten Little Snowmen. You can also come up with your own
activities. The most important thing is to have fun and enjoy the winter
season.
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